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I. Introduction

            The Sea star's technique for predation on prey is an evolutionary adaptation to mid-intertidal niche competition

 and feeding time availability. The mid-intertidal zone is characterized by an abundance of organisms competing for

 space and food, dramatic changes in temperature, and limited tidal feeding times (Castro and Huber, 2005). Sea stars

 are usually keystone predators and their consumption of mussels sets the lower vertical zone of mussels. The upper

 limits of the sea star intertidal zone inhibits this predatory interaction as there is an increased exposure to other

 predators and increased air exposure that increases temperature variations and the probability of desiccation (Gaymer,

 Himmelman, and Johnson, 2001). Their feeding times are limited by tidal fluctuations since foraging begins at high tide

 when there are less strong currents and coverage from desiccation and predation (Menge, 1972). Their feeding time is

 further limited by tidal fluctuations because they rely on tidal water for movement to detect prey by contact as well

 through chemoreception to locate chemicals released by their prey (Menge, 1972). Once they have located and everted

 their stomach to consume the prey, they can finish digestion as the tide recedes (Barnes and Ruppert, 1994). Therefore

 the time that it takes to locate and consume prey is important for their survival because they have to compete against

 other sea stars for the available food before the tide recedes to prevent tidal desiccation.

            The size ratio between the sea star and its prey is important for determining the feasibility of capturing and

 consuming prey. Factors involved in determining prey availability for predation include abundance, ease of capture,

 size of prey, speed of prey, and caloric yield of prey (Menge, 1972). Because sea stars forage for prey by physical

 contact and chemoreception, the larger sea stars have a greater chance of capturing and consuming prey as size of

 available prey increases (Menge, 1972). In a study of size differences and size selection, small sea stars are known not

 to be able to capture large prey (Menge, 1972). Therefore the small sea stars must move faster because they have a

 smaller probability of encountering prey of a small enough size.

            Abundance of prey has also shown to affect the size ratio of predation by sea stars. In a study on prey size
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 selection, sea stars were documented to select prey according to abundance and size ratios where the smaller sea stars

 consumed smaller mussels and the larger sea stars consumed larger mussels (Gaymer, Himmelman, and Johnson,

 2001). In this study large mussels were ≥1cm in shell length and small mussels were 1-2cm in shell length (Gaymer,

 Himmelman, and Johnson, 2001). In a study on sea star foraging, sea stars consumed a wider diversity of prey,

 supporting the theory that an increased sea star size increases the probability of finding prey for sea stars and expands

 the available diet for consumption (Menge, 1972). In both studies, it was observed that during reduced feeding times,

 sea stars selected larger prey and that when the prey was abundant they consumed smaller prey (Gaymer, Himmelman,

 and Johnson, 2001; Menge, 1972). Therefore sea stars consume prey sizes based on availability and ease of capture

 during high availability and caloric intake during low availability.

            The present study investigates the size ratio limits for predatory sea stars, A. forbesi, and the velocity of

 locomotion between varying sizes of A. forbesi. Both factors are important for understanding the predatory responses of

 sea stars as they cope with intertidal stresses of locating and consuming prey in a period of time before a low tide brings

 desiccation or threat of predation by other predators. The typical radius of a Leptasterias is 3cm and the radii of A.

 forbesi used in this experiment are roughly 2-3cm, weighing roughly 1.11g-3.97g (Morrow and Picton, 2005). I

 hypothesize that when moving, small sea stars will locomote faster than large sea stars and that A. forbesi will

 successfully be able to consume prey that is 80% of its body weight or less. In a study examining the size selection of

 prey by sea stars, it was demonstrated that Leptasterias will consume prey almost as large as itself (Menge, 1972). As

 the A. forbesi used in this experiment are roughly the same size of Leptasterias, the A. forbesi may normally be able to

 consume prey up to their own size. The A. forbesi in this current study are experiencing environmental stresses not

 experienced by the Leptasterias. Due to the experimental stresses, I hypothesize that the A. forbesi will be able to

 consume prey that is 80% of its body weight or less.

For this study, I collaborated with Ali Roca, Maris Madeira, Cassie MacDonald, and Alex Adams, four students

 in the Advanced Marine Biology course at Wheaton College. Ali Roca's study examines A. forbesi predation through

 detection of prey stimuli by chemoreception and physical contact (Roca, 2005). Understanding her project explains the

 limited tidal feeding times that drive the evolutionary adaptations of sea star predation and the probability of successful

 sea star foraging. Madeira's project studies the negative phototaxis of Hemigrapsus sanguineus to determine how crabs

 choose protection on the shore (Madeira, 2005). A. forbesi display negative phototaxis as well for protection as variable

 s of light influence predatory feeding. A. forbesi displays negative phototaxis because as the amount of light decreases

 at high tide or during the night, the risks of desiccation or predation from other prey decrease (Menge, 1972).

 MacDonald's project studies the effect of light and abundance of food on behaviors of periwinkle feeding (MacDonald,
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 2005). My study examines the predation ratio size of A. forbesi, but understanding the predation behaviors based on

 abundance, size availability, and intensity of light explains the behaviors of sea star predation on various sized prey.

 Adams' study examines the chemoreception response of the American lobster (Adams, 2005). Understanding the

 organisms' responses to prey stimuli as increased annule flicking rates signifies the need to quickly locate food not just

 for the American lobster, but also for A. forbesi.

 

II. Materials and Methods

 

Materials

 

2, 10 gallon tanks and a 5 gallon bucket with a lid

4 small fingerbowls that are 11 cm in diameter and 1 large fingerbowl that is 27cm in diameter

notebook

pen

hydrometer

plankton

10 live M. edulis and 10 periwinkles (family Littorinidae) of various sizes

4 A. forbesi

white grid paper of 1cm grid lines

Epson Photo PC 850Z digital camera with interval mode and a tripod to hang the camera over the experiment

Scale

Instant Ocean (a brand of sea salt for preparing the salt water)

 

Methods

            The study was conducted at Wheaton College in Norton, Massachusetts in the second floor cool room where the

 temperature was maintained around 15 degrees Celcius. The organisms were acquired from the Marine Biological

 Laboratory in Woods Hole, Massachusetts.

            For preparatory work, two, 10 gallon tanks and a 5 gallon bucket were maintained with oxygenated water at 15

 degrees Celcius and the salinity at 35ppt using a hydrometer (Morris, 2005; Marine Biological Laboratory, 2003). The

 A. forbesi were added to one tank, the M. edulis were added to the other tank, and the periwinkles were added to the
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 bucket. The organisms were then stored in the second floor cool room.

Size Ratio

            For the control part of the size ratio experiment, the trials were set up in the second floor cool room. The base of

 a camera stand was covered with white paper and an Epson photo PC 850Z digital camera was attached to a tripod that

 hung the camera over the experiment. On the camera, the flash was turned off, the quality setting was set to one star,

 and the time intervals were set to 1 image/15 sec. Four small fingerbowls were filled with oxygenated salt water and

 placed on top of the white paper. Four A. forbesi of varying sizes were placed in the fingerbowls, the camera was

 started, and their movement was observed. The trial ran for about 2 hours. Trials longer than 2 hours did not produce

 any data as the sea stars stopped moving after 2 hours. The images were downloaded onto a server and observed as a

 video through QuickTime player.

            For the following non-control trials, 3 trials were completed by pairing A. forbesi with prey. In the first trial, 1

 small and 1 large fingerbowl with oxygenated salt water were placed on top of the white paper. The largest A. forbesi

 and the smallest A. forbesi were weighed along with the smallest M. edulis and a periwinkle. The large A. forbesi was

 placed with the small M. edulis in the large fingerbowl, and the small A. forbesi was placed with the periwinkle in the

 small fingerbowl. A plastic sheet was placed on top of the small fingerbowl to prevent the periwinkle from crawling out

 of the dish. The images were downloaded onto a server and observed as a video through Quick Time player. Trials 2

 and 3 were completed by pairing 4 A. forbesi only with periwinkles in small fingerbowls. Each trial was run for about 2

 hours.

            The size ratios were calculated as prey percentages of the sea star weight by dividing the weight of the

 periwinkle by the weight of the sea star, and multiplied by 100. The calculated percentages were then compared to the

 predatory success of the sea stars.

Locomotion

            For the control part of the locomotion experiment, the trials were set up in the second floor cool room. An Epson

 photo PC 850Z digital camera was attached to a tripod that hung the camera over the experiment. On the camera, the

 flash was turned off, the quality setting was set to one star, and the time intervals were set to 1 image/15 sec. Four small

 fingerbowls were filled with oxygenated salt water and placed on top of four girds of 1 cm grid lines on the tripod

 stand. Two small and two large A. forbesi were weighed and placed separately in the fingerbowls. The camera was

 started and the control ran for 1 hour. The locomotion experiment only ran for one hour because the large sea stars

 stopped moving after about a half hour and the small sea stars stopped moving usually just after an hour. The images

 were downloaded onto a server and observed as a video through QuickTime player.
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            To calculate the average velocities of A. forbesi during periods of locomotion, 3 moving velocities were taken

 from the beginning, middle, and end from the period of time of locomotion. Through Quick Time player individual

 velocities could be determined by counting how many cm grid lines the A. forbesi moved in a certain period of time as

 recorded by the camera.

            For the following non-control trials, 2 trials were completed by pairing the same four A. forbesi with different

 sized periwinkles. For the first trial, 2 small periwinkles were paired with the 2 small A. forbesi and 2 large periwinkles

 were paired with the 2 large A. forbesi. Once each weight was taken for each organism and the camera had been set to

 the same settings as described in the control, the experiment ran for one hour. For the second trial, the 2 large A. forbesi

 were paired with the large periwinkles and the small A. forbesi were paired with the small periwinkles.

            Average velocities of each trial were calculated through QuickTime player. The camera recorded the time at

 which each image was taken, so the period of time spent moving in the hour was also calculated for each trial, control

 and non-control. I recorded a sea star as moving if the center of its body was consistently moving across the grid lines.

 The weight of the sea stars v. the average velocities of the sea stars was graphed with a best fit line to display trends,

 and the percent of time moving in 60 min was graphed v. the size category of A. forbesi to display trends.

 

III. Results

Size Ratio

            There was no successful predation at any size ratio during this experiment. The periwinkles and one mussel used

 as prey were alive after each trial. Therefore the percent of unsuccessful prey capture by during the time of observation

 was 100% for each size ratio. The ratios were determined by weight as the prey percent of the A. forbesi. The size ratios

 used were 8.2%, 34%, 43%, 46%, and 56%. The mussel as prey displayed the 46% ratio while all of the other ratios

 were periwinkles. It was qualitatively noticed that the smaller sea stars moved around the dishes much faster and for

 longer periods of time than the larger sea stars.

Locomotion

            The sea stars would ignore the periwinkle every time they were paired together with a periwinkle. When

 comparing the weight of A. forbesi to the velocities of locomotion, the average velocities from all of the trials together

 gave a best fit line of a negative linear relationship. (Fig. 1). In general, the overall time spent locomoting in one hour

 was much greater for the small sea stars than for the large sea stars (Fig. 2).
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Figure 1: All average velocities from every trial produced a negative linear best fit line. The negative slope illustrates

 that as the weight of the sea stars increase, their average velocity decreases. This graph is derived from 1 trial using 2

 control-Small Sea Stars, 1 trial using 2 Control-Large Sea Stars, 2 trials using 2 Small Sea Stars, and 2 trials using 2

 Small Sea Stars. The n-value is 12.
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Figure 2: The data shows that the large sea stars moved for a much smaller period of time in 60 min than the small sea

 stars for both the controls and non-controls. During the controls, when the sea stars were by themselves without

 periwinkles, they moved much faster then when they were put with a periwinkle. These data are derived from 1 trial

 using 2 control-Small Sea Stars, 1 trial using 2 Control-Large Sea Stars, 2 trials using 2 Small Sea Stars, and 2 trials

 using 2 Small Sea Stars.

 

IV. Discussion and Conclusions

            For the size ratio experiment, all of the A. forbesi were unsuccessful at capturing their prey for consumption.

 This data refutes my hypothesis that A. forbesi would successfully be able to consume prey up to a prey weight percent

 of 80%. I anticipated a value of 80% because although sea stars can consume prey up to their own size, the

 environmental stresses of the experimental area would cause the sea stars to consume prey that was easier for capture.

 Prey that requires less energy to consume is important to locate in a stressing environment because in the niche of the

 sea star, stresses come from tidal desiccation and threat of predation. Therefore an easier captured prey that takes less

 energy to capture increases the probability that the sea star can feed before the tide recedes to prevent tidal desiccation

 or attack by predators. The amount of environmental stresses was too great because the sea stars were unable to capture

 any prey despite the large range of size ratios that varied from 8.2%-56%. The lack of prey capture signifies that I

 underestimated the degree of environmental stresses present for the sea stars and how easily the environmental stresses
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 change behaviors.

The environmental stresses include the large amount of light on the experiment and a presence of people in the

 experimental room. I completed my trials during replicated daylight where the lights were never turned off in the cool

 room and where the experiment was unregulated so that people may have walked into the room as the experiment was

 running. The large amount of light that was constantly on affected the behavior of the sea stars because they use

 negative phototaxis to protect themselves from low tide exposure. Sea stars display negative phototaxis because light as

 a variable is considered a risk (Menge, 1972). Higher intensities of light are risks for sea stars because that means that

 either the tide is lower as more light is penetrating through the water and the risk of desiccation is apparent, or low tide

 is coming so that predation by other organisms becomes a threat to sea stars. Negative phototaxis of sea stars has been

 documented because when exposed to light, Leptasterias will crawl away from the light source (Menge, 1972). It was

 observed that the sea stars were significantly more active foragers at night due to the lack of direct light (Menge, 1972).

 Therefore the sea stars in my experiment did not capture the prey possibly because the adaptation of negative

 phototaxis indicates the environmental threat of a low tide. In the current study, if people were walking into the room as

 the experiment was running, their presence would increase the degree of environmental stress of a coming low tide as

 they could appear as predators to the sea stars. The sea stars would not be expending energy on capturing prey as it

 would make them more visible and therefore vulnerable to predation. In my experiment, the sea stars possibly could not

 have captured the prey because the high light intensity from the daytime combined with movement in the room could

 mimic the coming of a low tide.

The collaborative study by Madeira further suggests that negative phototaxis is a defensive mechanism of the

 intertidal zone, signifying that the sea stars use of negative phototaxis for protection affected the behaviors during my

 study. The variable of light is also a threat to H. sanguineus. Madeira observed that H. sanguineus stayed in the dark for

 protection if they were put there, or if they are put in the light, like Leptasterias, they crawled away from the light

 source (Madeira, 2005). Although these are two different organisms, they both use the evolutionary adaptation of

 negative phototaxis for protection. Due to the large amount of light on my experiment, the sea stars did not capture any

 prey despite the large range of size ratios that varied from 8.2%-56% because of the adapted defensive mechanism of

 negative phototaxis.

The availability of the prey may have also affected the inability of the sea stars to capture the prey under the

 environmental stresses of the experiment. If the environment created had a high light intensity for the sea stars, then the

 size of the smallest mussel may have been too large for the sea star to capture and consume in time before the tide

 would recede in a normal environment. The periwinkles could also have been moving too fast for the sea stars to
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 capture them in the given environmental situation. In a stressed environment, a larger sized mussel and a faster moving

 prey would become less available as food sources for sea stars as they are harder to capture.

The collaborative study by MacDonald further suggests the effect of food abundance and availability on

 predatory behaviors. MacDonald's study observed that the abundance of food affected feeding behaviors of periwinkles

 more drastically than abundance of light (MacDonald, 2005). In my study, the sea stars may have been more drastically

 influenced by the abundance of light rather than the presence of prey. In both of our studies, the ease of food capture for

 both periwinkles and sea stars influence the predatory behaviors. The abundance of prey and ease of capture effects the

 predatory behaviors of sea stars as a study observed that sea stars select larger prey when fewer prey are available and

 select smaller prey that is easier to catch when there is an abundance of prey (Gaymer, Himmelman, and Johnson,

 2001; Menge, 1972). Another study that examined sea star prey size selection, found that when there was a competition

 for food, the sea stars chose the prey according to size where the larger sea stars fed on larger prey while the smaller sea

 stars fed on smaller prey (Gaymer, Himmelman, and Johnson, 2001). Although my data from this experiment do not

 show any successful predation for A. forbesi, there is evidence from other studies that describes how predatory ratios

 effect predation behaviors of A. forbesi.

In future experiments, I would try to create an environment that resembles more of a high tide. To do this I

 would dim the light in the room so that it was just enough light to take the picture. I would make sure that no one would

 walk into the room to avoid the increased amount of environmental stress of a coming low tide as the person could

 appear as a predator to the sea stars. I would use all mussels because they are more sessile than periwinkles, and I

 would use smaller sized mussels or larger sea stars to ensure that the sea stars could consume the prey. Although the

 previous studies examined prey selection sizes for determining predation behavior, more research should be done

 regarding the size ratio limit because it would help quantify the degree to which the environmental stresses affect the

 foraging behaviors of the sea stars (Gaymer, Himmelman, and Johnson, 2001; & Menge, 1972). It would give a basis

 for comparison of degrees of predatory behavior between different levels of environmental stress.

For the locomotion experiment, all averages from every trial provided a negative best fit line between the

 average velocities of sea stars vs. the weight of the sea stars (Fig. 1). This negative line illustrates that as the weight of

 the sea stars increased, their average velocities decreased. This data supports my hypothesis that when moving, small

 sea stars locomote faster than large sea stars. Based on the trend line, small sea stars locomote faster with a highest

 velocity of 0.04cm/sec while the large sea stars have the slowest locomotion at 0.018cm/sec because the smaller sea

 stars have a smaller probability of capturing and consuming prey during the high tide. Small sea stars have a smaller

 probability because their small size decreases the range of available food. In a study of size selection, small sea stars
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 have been shown to be incapable of capturing large prey (Menge, 1972). In order to further compensate for the smaller

 predation probability, the small sea stars move for a longer period of time. My data shows that over the period of one

 hour, the small sea stars moved for a greater period of time then the large sea stars (Fig. 2). But due to some of the large

 standard deviations, the data would be more accurate if more trials were completed. It becomes advantageous for the

 small sea stars to capture more prey to grow larger so that they are less susceptible to predation and desiccation

 (Menge, 1972). Therefore it is advantageous for small sea stars to be moving faster and for a longer duration of time in

 order to capture enough food to grow in size for protection. Adult echinoderms are known to be sedentary organisms

 (Abreo, Campbell, Coppard, and Tudor-Thomas, 2001). Once the sea stars have reached their adult size they do not

 have to move as much to forage for prey because they have a higher probability of capturing and consuming prey, and

 they are less susceptible to desiccation and predation.

The velocity of locomotion reflects the evolutionary need for small sea stars to quickly locate prey. My velocity

 averages may be askew because the velocity may have changed more for one sea star than another, and taking velocity

 points at the beginning, middle, and end of locomotion may not reflect these velocity changes. The small finger bowl

 could have also been too small to allow sufficient movement for the large sea stars. Like the size ratio experiment, the

 constant light coupled with any movement in the room would change the locomotion patterns of the sea stars. If I was

 to repeat this experiment, I would take many more velocity points to get more accurate averages, I would use more star

 fish to get more precise data, I would decrease the amount of light coming into the room just enough for a picture to be

 taken, and I would ensure that no one walks into the room during the experiment. In order to locate the prey before the

 tide recedes and the stresses of desiccation and predation rise, the sea stars must use a combination of chemoreception

 and physical contact to locate prey. Roca's collaborative experiment studied the use of chemoreception and physical

 contact for detection of prey by A. forbesi. She concluded that the chemoreceptors must be located all over the oral

 surface of the sea star for better detection of the prey. But they live in an environment of large wave energy so they

 need to rely on another source for prey detection (Roca, 2005). It was also concluded that all of the sea stars must also

 use physical contact for prey stimuli as well because they could have randomly walked into the mussel as they were

 moving around the dish (Roca, 2005). Sea stars can use this combination of prey location to use chemoreception during

 high tides when the wave action decreases and in conjuncture with physical stimuli to identify the physical stimuli as

 prey when they bump into the food. By locomoting faster and for longer periods of time, the small sea stars in my study

 possibly used this combination of chemoreception and physical contact to increase their probability of finding eatable

 prey.

Adams' collaborative study further examines the adaptations of niche stresses on movement and predation
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 behavior that signifies the need for the ability to quickly locate food. Adams' study examines chemoreception through

 the increased flicking rate of the lobster's antennules (Adams, 2005). Instead of locating chemoreceptors on the surface

 of the body as in the sea star, the chemoreceptors are located in the antennules of the American lobster. The increased

 antennule activity stresses the importance of locating and identifying the scent. Likewise it is just as important for the

 A. forbesi to quickly locate prey scent to capture the prey before the tide recedes. A. forbesi uses a different adaptation

 of chemoreception to pick up the prey scent for prey detection. Future experiments should be done comparing

 locomotion speeds of sea stars to lobsters in conjunction with the function and physiology of chemoreception. This

 would give a way to directly compare the uses of chemoreception and adaptation differences of niche stresses between

 the organisms. The combined data could bring in new information about the uses of chemoreception and differences of

 evolutionary adaptation.

In conclusion, this study examines how the environmental stresses of tidal fluctuations and availability of prey

 affect the locomotory and predatory behaviors of A. forbesi. The results of this study illustrate that light acts as an

 element of risk and causes sea stars to consume prey that is more available for the individual sea star by the ease of

 capture, predator to prey size ratio, and locomotory speed of the prey. Overall the small sea star locomotes much

 quicker and for a longer duration of time because it has a lower probability of capturing and consuming food. Through

 collaboration with Madiera's study on negative phototaxis, MacDonald's study on food abundance, Roca's study on

 chemoreception and physical contact, and Adams' study on the rate of prey detection, the behaviors displayed of the sea

 stars in my study are explained as a response to the environmental stresses in the experimental room.
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